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Titanic Clash:



Rwanda- South Africa diplomatic row takes a new twist



stage ahead of elections in Rwanda By Didas M. Gasana



Election campaigns kick off at the same time the assassinated opposition politician is laid to rest



Thank you for coming: RPF flag bearer, Paul Kagame, on campaign trail Kigali, July 20, 2010



Inside Nakivale Refugee Camp EXCLUSIVE:



By Paulien Bakker The church near the entrance is about the only brick building in Nakivale



Camp. Inside the church women are singing ‘Tuzataha’, which, loosely translated from Kinyarwanda, means: ‘We will once return home’. The United Nations High Commissioner for Refu-



gees (UNHCR) estimates that some 17.000 Rwandan refugees live in the camp. But with the Rwandan government saying they are simply fleeing from justice, refugees are seldom given a refugee status since 1998.



Nakivale Camp lies on hot, dry plains, some two hours from the south western municipality of Mbarara – roughly halfway between Kigali and Kampala,



Turn to P 6



In an opinion poll, last week, under ‘Your Opinion’, Rwanda News Agency, a newswire based in Kigali that claims not to be statefunded or state-owned, posed a question to the readers: “For those who live in Rwanda, do you feel safe”? The poll comes amidst high profile arrests in the military, defections, a clampdown on opposition politicians, independent journalists, that has, co-incidentally or not, left some dead, others in detention centers, and others opting to run to exile. It’s not known when the results will be released, if ever, but, against this background, it doesn’t need a Harvardeducated brain to realize the state of insecurity and uncertainty in Rwanda today. So insecure that Rwandans know it’s even not safe to say they are not safe, except few fearless voices like op-
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Refugee Crisis: Rwandans Fleeing from Prosecution or persecution? ...P. 7
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Rwanda, Spain, France fighting for Gen. Nyamwasa ...P. 12
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Insecurity and uncertainty intensify as another politician is assassinated ...from P. 1 position politician, Ingabire Victoire, who says in her press release dated July 20, 2010, that “The Rwandan people are now living in anxiety and fear.” But how did we get here? Background President Paul Kagame, not used to any real opposition and criticism in his 16 year reign, save from few independent media outlets, swung into action when new independent opposition parties came up mid last year, agitating for change in leadership. To a regime not ready for a political opposition and debate, new opposition parties; P.S Imberakuri, founded by Bernard Ntaganda and the Democratic Green Party of Rwanda, founded by Frank Habineza, presented a formidable challenge that would dictate events that would follow. The course of events would take a far greater dimension with the entry of fiery politician, Ingabire Victoire Umuhoza into local opposition politics; January 16, 2010.Few months after registration, and with Bernard Ntaganda nominated by his party as its flag bearer in the August 9 Presidential elections, he was summoned thrice by the Senate to answer charges of divisionism and public incitement. As he weathered the storm, an internal coup in his party dismissed him from the chairmanship; a move he contends was engineered by the RPF to eliminate him from the presidential race. As the Ministry of Local government rushed in to legalize Christine Mukabunane’s faction that ousted Bernard Ntaganda, reports of violence meted by the state machinery against the supporters of Ntaganda’s faction started emerging. One of Ntaganda’s principal concerns was change in the composition of the National Electoral Commission, which he argues, is incapable of supervising free, fair and transparent elec-



Murdered: Andre Kagwa Rwisereka tions. Still considering himself as the legal President of P.S Imberakuri, Ntaganda, and his fellow opposition politicians, organized to hold a peaceful protest march on June 24 at the United States Embassy, protesting, among others, changes at the electoral commission. The protest that would never be Before Ntaganda and fellow opposition politician, Victoire Ingabire Umuhoza of the FDU Inkingi would join Frank Habineza of the Democratic Green Party and their supporters at the American Embassy, Police swung into action, arresting several opposition members including Frank Habineza. Ingabire would spend the rest of her day under house arrest, with her residence sealed off by Police and security operatives. Ntaganda was later arrested from his home, and charged with negation of genocide, divisionism and formation of a terrorist group. He has since been in Jail. Sources from his party say his private secretary, Aimable Sibomana has disappeared since June 13, 2010. By the time we went to press, party spokesman, Sylivain Mwizerwa, along with four other party members, were also held at



Nyamirambo police post. Dead hopes Dealing with Ntaganda’s legitimate opposition was enough for Kagame to measure the resilience, tenacity and veracity of opposition, and he would later not invite more trouble, by allowing other two opposition parties to register. Since it was founded, the Democratic Green party of Rwanda has so far launched numerous appeals to different administrative authorities for permission to hold its constituent assembly- a legal pre-requisite for a party to register in Rwanda, but the Government has denied them that liberty, the freedom to assemble. For the FDU Inkingi, the Government advanced a reason to deny it registrationcriminal charges against its chairperson, Ingabire Victoire, charges she brushes it off in bursting vitality. “The regime erected administrative and legal barriers in order to ensure that genuine opposition is left in the cold. The fear of serious competition for power has led the regime to reinforce its dictatorial machinery. An arsenal of anti democratic laws has been put in place to seal off the political space,” Says



Ingabire, in an e-mail to the Newsline. Ingabire is accused of working with terrorist groups and genocide negation, among others. These charges came after a string of grenade explosions that rocked the capital Kigali, early February. General Kayumba factor As memories of grenade explosions receded in



memory, in came Kagame’s former Chief of Staff, Gen. Kayumba Faustin Nyamwasa; a one-time ally now turned bitter critic The architects of the Kigali regime, who had since been pre-occupied with growing political opposition, fearless independent journalists and international human rights bodies, now had a much bigger cause to worry: a military dimension to an already heated up political environment.



The Rwandan government was quick to accuse the exiled General of being the brain behind the grenade attacks, alongside his fellow dissident army officer, Col. Patrick Karegeya. The government is seeking his extradition from South Africa. After his escape, there was heavy military and police deployment in the streets throughout the country unseen before since the times of post-war insurgency in North-western Rwanda; in 1996 and 1997. Few days after the escape, President Kagame made the biggest ever shake up in the military, replacing the Minister of Defense, Chief of Staff, Land Forces Chief, Air force Commander, and Directorate of Military Intelligence. “Military deployments and reshuffles are normal”, Defense spokesman, Lt. Col. Jill Rutaremara told reporters, but the timing and degree point elsewhere beyond normal military changes. In a nutshell, general restlessness swept the entire national psyche, but the Government spokesperson, Louise Mushikiwabo, called it a creation of disgruntled journalists and politicians. And in this political impasse, only the fearless independent media would dare question the seeming political impasse, while at the same time debating alternative viewpoints. They, too, had to be quashed. Death of the messengers Umuseso and Umuvugizi- personification of the independent press in Rwanda was the next target,



...cont on P. 3



Same fate: Jean Leonard Rugambage
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Report: Rwanda ranks least corrupt in the region By Charles Kabonero



Rwanda is the least corrupt country in East Africa, according to the East African Bribery Index 2010 compiled by Transparency International-Kenya. This index, which expanded to Rwanda and Burundi after the two states were integrated into the East African Community, ranks Burundi as the most corrupt, with its Revenue Body topping the most corrupt institutions in the region. Burundi, whose corruption prevalence rate is measured at 36.7%, took over from Kenya now at 31.9% (prevalence), which now comes in third position. Uganda and Tanzania come in second and forth position with prevalence of corruption at 33% and 28.6% respectively. Rwanda is ranked as the least corrupt with prevalence estimated at 6.6%.  The East African Bribery Index (EABI) is a governance tool developed to measure bribery levels in the private



and public sectors in the region. The survey was conducted among 10,505 respondents selected through random household sampling across all the administrative provinces in the five countries between January and March 2010. Rwanda was declared by some Rwandans in service delivery institutions are almost corruption-free, but, the Index had something else to say about Rwanda; “The Aggregate Index for Rwanda could not be formulated following the limited number of reported bribery incidents in that country (78 bribery experiences out of 4,350 interactions with service delivery institutions). Indeed, none of the institutions in Rwanda are ranked in the regional Aggregate Index.” It says. The 2010 EABI report is really bad news for the citizens in the region, as it shows that corruption is still an impediment to responsive public service delivery in the region. The reports says; “Key governance



Time to smile: Ombudsman Tito Rutaremara and enforcement institutions, such as the police, Judiciary, and defense featured prominently in the index, as did institutions offering key services like health, education, housing and finance.” According to the report, the Revenue Authority in Burundi is the most corrupt institution in the region, dislodging The



Kenya Police which topped the ranks in 2009. The police force in Burundi comes second, followed by the Kenya Police, Uganda Revenue Authority and Tanzania Police in that order. Completing the list of the top ten most corrupt institutions are the Uganda Police, Ministry of State for



...murder, torture, arrests... ...from P.2



partly because of their critical reporting on the events in Rwanda, but more so because the government knew how events would unfold, and didn’t want anyone to question them. In April, the Media High Council suspended the two papers for six months, and later instituted a lawsuit in courts of law demanding for indefinite closure of the papers. Both Umuseso and Umuvugizi are currently in court challenging the suspension and indefinite closure suits. Later, Editors of both papers were charged of insulting the head of state, inciting the army and police into insubordination, and inciting the public- criminal charges that are still pending. High profile arrests Besides Bernard Ntaganda of P.S Imberakuri, a string of higher profile arrests have taken place of recent. Ingabire Victoire was arrested April 21, 2010 and kept under house arrest, so were her two Lawyers, Peter Erlinder, who spent



three weeks in prison and Theogene Muhayeyezu, who spent two weeks in prison. Also arrested were Lt. Gen. Charles Muhire, former air force commander who had been appointed commander of reserve force and Maj. Gen. Karenzi Karake, former chief spy, training and operations chief, head of UNAMID, and director of Nyakinama military academy. “Lt. Gen. Muhire was suspended due to serious charges of corruption and misuse of office while Maj. Gen. Karenzi was suspended on serious charges of immoral conduct that contravenes and undermines the values and ethos of the Rwanda Defence Force,” Lt. Col Jill Rutaremara, defence spokesman, said. But not everyone was convinced. Sources say the two Generals were arrested for being close to General Kayumba Nyamwasa, who fled the country through Uganda to South Africa, February 27, 2010. String of Assasinations



With these politico- military developments, the Rwandan government, and President Kagame were at the center of suspicion, June 19, in the failed assassination attempt of dissident General Faustin Kayumba Nyamwasa, who had, since arrival in South Africa, publicly criticized the President. But the government was quick to deny the charges. Five days later, on June 24, Jean-Léonard Rugambage (RIP), a journalist with the independent newspaper Umuvugizi, was shot dead outside his home in Kigali, the capital. According to Human Rights Watch, his murder may have been linked to his newspaper’s critical stance and the sensitive investigations he was conducting in the days leading up to his death, including about the attempted murder of Gen. Nyamwasa in South Africa. Less than two weeks, opposition politician Andre Kagwa Rwisereka (RIP) was killed in Huye. A prominent and vocal politician, Rwisereka was the ideological



anchor of the Democratic Green Party of Rwanda, which he served as Deputy Chairman. Rwisereka, who had gone missing on the evening of July 13, was found beheaded the next day. According to the Police, a large butcher’s knife was found at the scene, three kilometers from his abandoned car.His left arm was injured and his left leg broken. But not everyone believes the Police, including Human Rights Watch. HRW says its investigation revealed that Rwisereka’s body was actually found only one kilometer away from his car, not three kilometers as the police spokesman had said. The police told Human Rights Watch that there was a lot of blood at the scene. However, when Human Rights Watch visited the scene the day after the body was found, there was little blood there. The blood was located in a single spot which roughly matched the size of Rwisereka’s head, and the body was on a steep slope, suggesting that Rwisereka may have been killed
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Defense (Kenya), the Nairobi City Council and the Judiciary in Kenya and Tanzania. There is however some good news for a section of Kenyans as three institutions listed in 2009 exited the 2010 Kenya Aggregate Index; these are the National Social Security Fund (NSSF), National Health Insurance Fund (NHIF) and the Ministry of Public Works. But, they are only replaced by new entrants; the Kenya Prisons Service, Kenya Ports Authority, Ministry of Forestry and Wildlife and the Ministry of Youth Affairs and Sports. On Tanzania, the index also said; “The Aggregate Index for Tanzania had notable changes due to the first-time listing of some institutions. Eight of the listed institutions were new entries with the Tanzania National Parks (TANAPA) being the only notable exit. Institutions listed for the first time included the Tanzania Ports Authority, Registrar of Births and Deaths, Tanzania Prisons Service and the Department of Defence.” In the case of Uganda, there were minimal changes in the overall ranking compared to the 2009 Aggregate Index. However, some institutions including public and private schools, public hospitals and state corporations made their first appearance in the index.



The Northern Uganda Social Action Fund, The Aids Support Organisation (TASO) and the Immigration Department left the index. On corruption perception, according to the index, the corruption perception in Kenya has not changed much for three consecutive years, according to the index. Close to 90% of the respondents rated the country as being between corrupt and extremely corrupt, while only 8.5% regarded Kenya as slightly corrupt. The report again hails Rwanda saying; “This is in sharp comparison to Rwanda, where about 84% of the respondents perceived the country as slightly corrupt while only 12% said the country was either corrupt or extremely corrupt. Both Tanzania and Burundi had 85% of the respondents rating their countries as corrupt or extremely corrupt while only eight percent of those sampled in Burundi perceived their country as slightly corrupt.” The index also highlights that the reportage of corruption cases is still very low in the region, also warning that corruption threatens to hold back the attainment of the objectives set out by the member states as regards the East African Common Market Protocol on July 1st, 2010.   



elsewhere. There is a huge possibility that Rwisereka’s death may have been politically motivated, according to HRW. In a press release seen by the Newsline, dated July 21, 2010, Human Rights Watch asks the government of Rwanda to allow independent foreign experts to carry out an autopsy on the body of Andre Kagwa Rwisereka. “This is the second killing of an outspoken critic of the Rwandan government in less than a month,” said Kenneth Roth, executive director of Human Rights Watch. “An independent autopsy and inquiry are necessary to determine what happened to Rwisereka.” But the government’s chief spin master, Louise Mushikiwabo says her government is not stupid to carry out such assassinations. In an interview with the Associated Press news agency last week, she said: “We certainly might not be a model government for a lot of people, but we’re not a stupid government, and we will not try to kill three people in a row right before election - an election in which we believe strongly that President Paul Kagame would win.”



But, like in most Kigali hit backs, not everyone buys this idea. And this time, the attention is spreading far wider. It’s now not what Mushikiwabo calls the disgruntled journalists, politicians, or the genocide apologists, even the world body’s strongest man, Ban Ki-Moon, has demanded a full investigation into these murders. Rwisereka, who was laid to rest July 20, same time as President Kagame was launching his election campaign at Amahoro National Stadium, has attracted considerable condemnation, with rights groups, opposition politicians and foreign figures demanding a full and impartial investigation. But the greatest concern should not be the reason of these murders or who is responsible, but whether the climate of uncertainty that has engulfed the country is stoppable, and how.
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Kagame’s ‘Spanish snub’: NEWSLINE an eye-opener to reality? Your reliable



source of information



The third coming The Newsline, one of the three flagship publications of the Rwanda Independent Media Group (RIMEG), is back. For different reasons, The Newsline has been off the market for quite some time (twice actually), but we happily announce our return, primarily to pursue the core objectives of the journalism profession that include among other ideals, fair reporting, accuracy, reliability and contribution to a free market of ideas that will ensure that the citizens of Rwanda can realize their full potential in a more conducive environment. Indeed, by re-opening this information highway that offers alternative thought, disseminated in a fair and balanced manner, we intend to relay to you the most accurate and reliable news, views and analysis you have been longing for, to ensure that the dream to a road leading to a free society, devoid of political debauchery, is realised. The independence of the media is sacrosanct and at no time in this nation’s history do we need such a newspaper, after the suspension of its sister newspaperUmuseso, four months ago, alongside another independent paper- Umuvugizi. Indeed, the country needs an independent news conduit, especially now that we are closing in to the Presidential elections, slated for August 9. And, like all RIMEG publications, The Newsline’s mission is to provide a platform for an alternative debate, as a core ingredient for democratic processes not only in Rwanda but the world over. We at The Newsline firmly believe that the nearest approximation to the truth will emerge from the competitive exposure of ideas. Enjoy... The Newsline is a publication of Rwanda Independent Media Group (RIMEG SARL). The Newsline Volume III has partly been funded by The Open Society Institute (OSI), but the views expressed here do not reflect those of the organization. Management: Managing Editor: Charles B Kabonero Deputy Managing Editor: Didas M. Gasana Production Manager: Richard M Kayigamba Contacts: (+250) 788305549, (+250) 788671930, (+250) 788354880



The Spanish PM called off an MDG Conference he was supposed to co-chair with Kagame on July 17 in Madrid.



This was after the PM received a petition from various political groups advising him against meeting Kagame and, protests from various human rights organizations and Spanish citizens over Kagame’s questionable human rights record, particularly the killing of nine Spanish Priests and the current incidents of murder, torture ans arrest of opposition politicians in Rwanda. After the incident, the Vice President Maria Teresa Fernandez de la Vega said: “The Prime Minister yesterday received a petition from various political groups saying, they didn’t think, it was appropriate for the meeting to take place.” De la Vega added that the Spanish leader was sensitive to the petitions. But in a press conference in Kigali on 20, July, Kagame dismissed the Madrid scandal saying; ‘…I was caught between internal politics in Spain and bizarre indictments.” Contrary to Kagam's remarks, a deeper analysis shows that there is a serious reason as to why Kagame was snubbed by his Spanish colleague. Here, we try to dig into this matter in depth. From the start, its important to note that, it’s not the first time, President Kagame has been greeted with protests and demonstrations while on foreign tours especially in the West. A few months ago, the same scenario took place in Oklahoma, US, where besides protestations and petitions from several human rights organizations, a group of lawyers also attempted to serve him a ‘convocation’ following a legal suit by relatives of the victims in the Habyarimana Plane crash, mainly seeking compensation. In Belgium and other European countries, such



protests over Kagame’s human rights record both during the 1990-94 war, throughout the 16 years of RPF in power and the current situation are all documented but he brushes all this off as the work of genocide suspects,who run away from justice as the Kigali. But that is just a propagandist stunt, as many are actually Tutsis including a sizeable number who were with him in the Ugandan refugee camps. Interestingly, the protests also attract foreigners and human rights watchdogs, who cannot be associated with the genocide. And ironically, foreign minister Louise Mushikiwabo once observed that the cases normally cited in the reports and releases cannot be created! So, who is telling lies? Can one create or forge an assassination, arbitrary arrest? They only have to happen and then reported about. You can’t create them! At this point in time therefore, Kagame should expect more snubs from several world because they



'The Spanish PM’s reaction provides a solid example of how the will of the electorate cannot be undermined by political debauchery in the name of ‘interests’.



will be responding to the will of their electorate, this notwithstanding the interests shared. The Spanish PM’s reaction provides a solid example of how the will of the electorate cannot be undermined by political debauchery in the name of ‘interests’. Calling it ‘internal politics’ is to be economical with the truth. Several people wrote to the author with comments about the ‘Spanish snub’, with Omar, an independent researcher based in Uganda, saying: “It cannot be called an internal political issue. It’s logical and, an expression of humanity, to react like to genuine protests. And for Spain, there is that anger that on Kagame’s command, their innocent priests in Rwanda were killed. So, the PM did just what other world leaders should do to such people.” Another follower of events, who sought anonymity said the reaction from Ban Ki-Moon just after the incident, shows that the Prime Minister’s gesture was well understood internationally; justification for its timeliness. And to Thomas Sankara, a former Rwanda Defence Forces (RDF) officer now in exile, the Spanish leader only did what others have failed to do for different reasons. “You know, there are these diplomats and Western Presidents who are betraying Rwandans for the second time by praising Kagame despite his poor human rights show. Some are guilty, others share with him some interests and there are those who simply don’t care about Rwandans-whatever they experience…but the Spanish leader has made a difference and I think, set a good precedent for others to follow.” “Other countries like the US, will praise everything about Kagame and Rwanda including some stupid economic policies, up to the time the interests they have in Rwanda are over, and if things get worse, one of the Ambassadors who have



served in Kigali will say he was serving the interests of Washington, not of Rwandans”, another concerned Rwandan said adding that the Spanish leader’s interest and obligation was in reaction to his peoples’ demands. A man of Principles Another reason, can be found in an email, one human rights advocate based in Kampala, wrote to the Newsline after the incident. The advocate who has been keen on Rwanda’s situation for the past two years, said: “This PM is the only one in Europe I admire and once again, he proves to be the only one with principles…” Here, she raised the issue of principles, which many western countries’ leaders and diplomats lack while dealing with African dictators, opting instead to ally with them. Her view has been supported by many other sources not quoted here. A Dutch journalist who talked to the Newsline about the matter said: “Rodgriguez (Spanish PM Zapatero) is not covered so much in Europe, like Sarkozy (French President), British politicians and many others … I don’t know much about him, but, it might be true that he is a principled guy…” International attention on human rights violations in Rwanda Lastly, it can also be noted that, the Spanish PM’s snubbing is an indicator of Kagame’s autocracy which has now attracted the attention of the international community. This is evidenced by UN Secretary General Ban Ki-Moon’s call for a halt on the violation of human rights in Rwanda, a country widely touted by Western diplomats as an African model. This, despite the ever diminishing political and press freedoms!
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DIPLOMACY



Titanic Clash: Rwanda- South Africa diplomatic row takes a new twist



  As Kigali accuses Pretoria of manhandling Rwandan suspects in the Gen. Kayumba Nyamwasa shooting, Pretoria warns of severe action against clandestine foreign intelligence services suspected of involvement, reports Didas M. Gasana



Rwanda and South Africa have enjoyed close ties spanning over a decade and half. Ethnic and racial segregation, respectively, are the hallmarks of their history and, to both, 1994 is their rebirth. But now one man threatens to rupture this bilateral relation. General Faustin Kayumba Nyamwasa. After his escape from Rwanda, Feb 27, Gen. Nyamwasa, Rwanda’s most wanted man, has since sought asylum in South Africa, and successfully, to the fury of human rights organizations. The Rwandan government has requested his extradition, accusing him of being the key architect of series of grenade bombings that rocked the capital Kigali, early February. But South Africa seems not ready to hand him over. After the request for his extradition, South African President Jacob Zuma, during his visit to Uganda, stated that his government will put into consideration international obligations that protect asylum seekers. Kigali understood what this means in diplomatic language. On June 19, a failed assassination attempt of the General sent shock waves all over the world. Many accusing fingers pointed at the Rwandan Government, but she denies involvement. After the attempt, Rwanda’s foreign affairs Minister, Louise Mushikiwabo, travelled to South Africa to persuade the South African authorities to hand Gen. Kayumba over.



Final say on Kayumba: President Zuma In an interview two weeks ago, Mushikiwabo told reporters that the major obstacle to his extradition is the absence of an extradition treaty between Rwanda and South Africa. “His extradition requires the South African Presidential order, which also has to be confirmed by competent courts,” she said. Two weeks ago, International relations director Ayanda Ntsaluba met with the Justice and Constitutional development director, Menzi Simelane, to discuss Gen. Nyamwasa’s fate, but the details remain their most kept secret. How South African authorities react to this request will have everlasting implications to the bilateral relations between the two countries. His extradition, or not, is a serious issue that is affecting the bilateral relations between the two nations, but it hangs onthe peripheral, not the center of a diplomatic row that seems to be taking greater dimensions. At the epicenter of the standoff is South African police investigation into the attempted assassination of Gen. Nyamwasa.



Strong action Immediately after the attempted assassination, South African Police swung into action, apprehending six suspects, including two Rwandans. Without giving names, South African authorities said foreign intelligence operatives were involved in the failed attempt, and warned of a strong action against them. “Foreign missions in South Africa have intelligence officials who have been declared to the state. Once you start having people from other countries operating clandestine (ly), then these activities might border on subverting the security of the country,” said international relations and Co-operation director general, Ayanda Ntsaluba. Analysts say the foreign intelligence referred to by the South African authorities is Rwandan and this sent shock waves in Kigali. After the incident, Kayumba’s wife alleged that the Rwandan President, Paul Kagame is responsible for the shooting of her husband. From the onset, the Rwandan government denied involvement in the failed assassination.



Concerned: Minister Mushikiwabo After the remarks by the South African authorities, foreign affairs minister, Louise Mushikiwabo, summoned the South African Ambassador to Rwanda, Dumisani Gwadiso, to voice her government’s concerns. “We have asked South Africa to clarify on what they meant. Their statements are unclear. It is as if they are pointing a finger at Rwanda,” Mushikiwabo told reporters in a press



conference. But in a recent interview Ntsaluba told The Times that the South African government is preparing a response to concerns raised, reiterating SA’s position that a strong action would be taken against foreign operatives conducting espionage without the government’s permission. Kigali accuses Pretoria Whether to counter these serious allegations or not, Kigali’s top diplo-



5 mat, Mushikiwabo now accuses South African Police Service of mistreating Rwandans arrested in SA, suspected of involvement in the shooting. “Our people who were arrested were mistreated. Some of their property confiscated during their questioning, was not returned to them. We can’t keep quite, as people responsible for Rwandans wherever they may be,” She said in a press conference attended by The Newsline, two weeks ago. But beneath the surface, a storm is brewing. A diplomatic source, who declined to be named for security reasons, intimated to The Newsline that Rwanda and South Africa are headed for collision. “SA is not happy with Mushikiwabo summoning their Ambassador, demanding explanations on investigations being carried out by the Police,” the diplomat said. Gen. Kayumba wanted by three countries Meanwhile, France and Spain have lodged extradition applications with South Africa for Gen Kayumba Nyamwasa, justice and constitutional development spokesman Tlali Tlali confirmed. “The matter is currently under consideration and there is no decision as yet,” Tlali Tlali said. Rwanda’s Prosecutor General Martin Ngoga insists the Spanish indictments are bogus, and Kayumba should be extradited to Rwanda.
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Front view of Nakivale refugee camp



Inside Nakivale Refugee Camp the capital cities of Rwanda and Uganda, respectively. Few tree in the camp protect the inhabitants from the sun, and on the main street a few shops sell only the most elementary things: some vegetables and of course airtime. Outside the center, two men are building a traditional house from mud and wooden beams. The older of the two, a 42 year old farmer form Rwanda’s Eastern province, with his hands covered in mud, abandons his new built wall to tell us his story. Back in 1994, two of his brothers had joined Habiyarimana’s regime and were killed by the RPF. He then decided to never join any political party. But in 2009 the RPF started holding regular meetings in the village, and he refused to sign up. A day later he was called to the police for questioning. ‘When I came in, they arrested me. They didn’t tell me why, but they put me to labour with the other prisoners and I found out from them that they had called me a traitor. We had to dig in one of the policemen’s gardens. When it was my time to fetch water, I decid-



ed to run away.’ The farmer says he had been harassed before and already parts of the land that belonged to his two dead brothers had been taken. He left just for the New Year. He walked all the way to Uganda, asking people for chores along the way, one time stopping at a village for a temporary job. It was his first time to leave Rwanda. “I sometimes lie awake at night, wondering if I will ever see my family again. My wife has also never left Rwanda. I wonder if she and our four children can make it.” The house he and his friend are building is not their own; they are working for an Ethiopian refugee that managed to get an official refugee status, and now grows some vegetables and sells them in one of the camp’s shops. Back in Kampala, at the Ugandan Directorate for Refugees, it seems all of Uganda’s neighbours are producing high volumes of refugees. The largest groups of refugees each have their own mailbox; Congo, Sudan, Ethiopia, Eritrea and Rwanda - the only country deemed to have a properly functioning government, according



to Western standards. Every morning long cues are made by people attempting to get a refugee status. All refugees are given food for three months. The decision to grant them a refugee status is taken by the Ugandan directorate, the UNHCR merely follows their advice. Refugees that do get the official status are than given a small piece of land and seeds to grow their own food. But Rwandans are rarely given that status. ‘They are usually running away from Gacaca, or fled because of land issues,’ an employee explains off the record – repeating the official explanation of the Rwandan government, despite refugees saying they were actually illegally detained or threatened before they fled. Of the estimated 17.000 Rwandan refugees in the camp, only 7.400 have an official status. A forced repatriation was unsuccessful; most immediately left Rwanda again. Still every day new refugees enter the camp. The clay on the builder’s hands has dried and is starting to fall off and before he gets up to continue his work he says: ‘I wasn’t the first to be harassed in my village. Many men in my village have been killed. I’m not



going back.’ ‘I left before they came’ ‘In 2003 I was elected to campaign for one of the opposition candidates,’ a 27- year old construction worker says. ‘They arrested me and put me in prison for six months. When the 2010-elections came up, I got scared. I heard other opposition members were beaten up in their houses. I left before they came for me. They found my wife instead and arrested her, asking her where I was. Fortunately, she was released. We fled together. We haven’t gotten a refugee status yet, so we haven’t been able to build our own house yet. We sleep in someone else’s house, with our one year old child, and I sometimes make a bit of money working for some Somalis who do hold a UNHCR-refugee status.’ ‘My wife didn’t manage to cross’ 28 year old Simon says: ‘We left Rwanda before the genocide and came back in 1998. My father was a successful businessman at the time. My brother joined the RPF army. But



at some point, he deserted the army and fled the country. I haven’t spoken to him since. They said he had joined the FDLR in Congo and started attacking my father. My father fled to Masaka, close to here, and I joined him on his travels so that I would know where he was. I came back to take care of my mother and siblings, but in 2006 my mother was poisoned. They came to get me in the evening and started questioning where my father and brother were, and if I worked for the FDLR. I was tortured and beaten. Eventually an officer gave me time to explain my situation. I was released. I went to live in Kigali and got married, but after some time a friend informed me they were looking for me again. I wanted to see if it was true and applied for a passport. It was denied. Then I knew it was time to flee. I went to the bank to get my money but at the same moment the police came to my house and someone told them where I was. I managed to escape on the back of a motorcycle and went to the Eastern province, where I had heard you could pay people



there to help you cross illegally. They took all my money and abandoned me – but I did manage to cross. My wife didn’t; she’s still somewhere in the Eastern province.’ ‘I found my brother back’ 16 year old Erita says: ‘I lost both my parents in the genocide. My mother was a Tutsi, my father a Hutu. I was still a baby. They brought me to my father’s family. My older brothers and sisters were killed together with my parents. Only one survived; he is four years older than me. He had to take care of himself and fled to Uganda in 1998. My aunt was taking care of me until I turned 14. Then she told me to go, she didn’t want to take care of me anymore. I decided to look for my older brother. I went to the border and told the officials there I wanted to see some people in Uganda. They let me cross. I went to Nakivale and luckily I found my brother back here. I am now attending secondary school. My brother is still trying to get an asylum-status. God willing I hope to one day become a nurse’.
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Rwanda: FDI up more than 15 percent



But nation still lags behind Uganda, Kenya and Tanzania



The value of Foreign Direct Investments (FDI) rose by a considerable 15.6 percent last year compared to the previous financial year, according to data released last week by the UN trade agency, UNCTAD. FDI inflows peaked at $119million last year alone compared to $103million during the previous year, says the UN agency in the latest World Investment report released Thursday in Geneva. The FDI growth is a result of policy measures introduced to promote foreign investment including lowering corporate taxes or the improved general investment policy environment. The UN agency says Rwanda improved its laws on company formation, organization, registration and operations, and simplified its business start-up procedures. What is missing from the report is the reduction in April of the amount of time it takes to register a business to just one hour following the introduction of the online registration system. The World Bank said in its Doing Business survey last month that Rwanda has overtaken Kenya is a top business destination in the EAC region.  In the region, Uganda recorded the highest FDI inflow of $799 million, as Tanzania came second with $645 million. Kenya followed at $145 million while Burundi lagged behind with a mere $19 million. Africa’s inward FDI recorded $58,565 million compared to the global total ranking of $1.114 trillion. The five top sources of FDI in Africa were South



In-Charge of Investment: Claire Akamanzi Africa, Libya, Egypt, Morocco and Liberia. The report states that developing and transition economies absorbed half of global FDI inflows in 2009 and accounted for a quarter of the global outflows. Their relative weight as both FDI destinations and sources is expected to increase further, as these economies lead the FDI recovery. EAC Trade doubles Meanwhile, Ugandan1st Deputy Prime Minister and Minister for East African Affairs, Mr. Eriya Kategaya, announced late last week that the volume of inter East African Community trade has more than doubled in the region since 2004. Kategaya revealed that trade has increased in Uganda from 504million US$ to 947 million US$, from 241 to US$465million in Tanzania and from 741 to 1,395 million dollars in Kenya, today. He was speaking at the 3rd East African Community Investment Conference opened by President Yoweri Museveni at Speke Resort Munyonyo in Kampala. President Museveni in his



speech has invited investors to come and invest in East Africa assuring them that the region is now changing and getting modernized with a clear and definite commitment to a new direction in the management of its affairs that provide for a peaceful and stable environment for productivity, trade and investment. The 3 day meeting has attracted participants from the 5 East African countries compost of the business community as well as senior Public servants. The Leaders of the 5 EAC are expected to join the conference later. President Museveni added that the East African Region is ripe and ready for new massive infusions of investments. He said that the region has all it takes as a competitive emerging vibrant market are that has a warm welcoming enterprising population a beautiful climate, enormous investment opportunities and abundant natural resources. President Museveni further said that the region has efficient and affordable human resource, investment guarantees, much market access, and stable macroeconomic environment and now is going



to address the energy and transport challenge. “If you come now, you will be here at the right time and place, “he assured existing and potential investors from East Africa and beyond. The President at this juncture castigated some of the media houses that compare the East African countries in terms of economic growth likening it to comparing pigmies. He said that East Africa should be compared with countries like China or any developed nation that are serious with development. The Chairman of the council of ministers who is also the minister of East Africana cooperation in the United Republic of Tanzania Dr. Diodorus Kamala the conference will show case EAC’s potential in terms of investment destination. The Secretary General of East African Community Ambassador Juma Mwapachu said that the conference sees the people of East Africa as the principle drivers of their development. He added that it reflects the adage of “charity begins at home”. Agencies
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The Management and entire staff of the Rwanda Independent Media Group, publisher of the Newsline, wishes to express sincere condolences to the families of deceased Jean Leonard Rugambage (RIP) and Andre Kagwa Rwisereka (RIP) Rugambage, a seasoned journalist and an ardent activist for human rights and press freedom in particular, passed away June 24, 2010. Rwisereka, 60, an opposition politician, passed away July 13, 2010. Both have left a vacuum in their families, country, and the world at large that nobody will ever fill. May their souls rest in eternal peace Management
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OPINION



Didas M. Gasana



T



he catchword for most of Rwanda’s opposition politicians, independent journalists, and sympathizers of those who have faced the wrath of Kigali regime is despair. Theirs is a state of selfconsolation, hopelessness, and fear of who will be the next to face the coercive instruments of the state. In an e-mail to the Newsline a month ago, after the mass arrest of several opposition figures in Rwanda, one politician emotionally remarked: ‘The war is lost. We are ending up in prison. Kagame’s dictatorship is un bearable.” These emotions are justified but the argument, and therefore the judgment, is wrong. Justified because the Kigali regime has managed to eliminate the principal opposition parties; FDU Ink-
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Why opposition and independent media are the winners, not Kagame



ingi, P.S Imberakuri and Democratic Green Party of Rwanda. The parties have been denied registration; opposition politicians are facing numerous lawsuits in courts, while others are in prison. The emotions are further justified because the independent press has been shut down by the state. But on a broader analysis, the judgment that Kagame and his government have emerged from all this as winners, is wrong. Unseen by many, by putting Ingabiire under house arrest, Ntaganda in prison, closing down Umuseso and Umuvugizi, arresting three generals, and with the power to rig the elections, Kagame emerges a big loser. He is indeed losing the war of social change because the system of repression and fear he has presided over for 16 years is crumbling; unable to contain the forces of



change. Indeed, if upcoming politicians like Ntaganda and Habineza can mobilize sizeable number of followers, who publicly declare their support; it’s an emphatic testimony that Rwandans are transcending fear, ready to defy the repressive measures by the Kigali government, just to protect their rights and defend their freedoms. Some may have ended their life pre-maturely, while others languish in jail, but the fact that these repressive measures have not deterred the remaining from trudging on by condemning Kagame’s terror machinery, is testimony of the sense of purpose and strength that pose a challenge to the16 years Kagame has been at the helm of government. If Human Rights Watch’s assertion that the recent assassinations may be politically motivated is anything to go by, then Kagame’s



driving motive in assassinating his critics would not be so much out of fearing them (he knows he can rig the elections, and shut down newspapers), but out of anger over a failed experimentone of silencing and instilling fear in his citizens, not to ask questions about his governance credentials. Again, it would be more of intimidating future dissenters, instead of fear for the current. When politicians sound defeated or lose hope, they lose momentum and focus, instead of inspiring their followers to resist repression. This is why, even if I disagree with some of her ideas, I hold in high esteem Victorie Ingabire’s resilience and tenacity. ‘Despite the climate of political assassinations, lack of respect for fundamental human rights, muzzling the opposition and the media, arbitrary arrests and torture,



End of an era:



Western democracy has now come full circle Jonahson Munana



I



n Niger, officers of the country’s armed forces sometime back brought to light yet another emerging trend in African politics; an inkling into the so called Western type of democracy. The overthrow of General Mamadou Tandja after he attempted to amend his country’s Constitution in a bid to hold onto power as President of Niger for over ten years, (the constitutionally-mandated years for one to serve), opened yet another Pandora’s Box for the West, on how to maintain its clamor for democratic governance on a continent



that has miserably failed to come to terms with the ever-changing global political patterns including the tenets of dialogue and tolerance.   Indeed, the West has failed to play its role as ‘savior’ of the vulnerable Africans, most often bending over backwards to accommodate persons with dictatorial tendencies to occupy the highest office, for expedient purposes. This has ensured that our type of democracy, built on quicksand, dissipates even before the ink that is put to paper dries. Such is our tragedy, that even as



we speak, ‘homegrown’ solutions for Africa’s problems like NEPAD have all but collapsed. Similarly, the African Union and other regional groups have also failed to impact on the governance patterns largely due to the selfseeking political leaders. Unfortunately, democracy has now become the most commercialized item in Africa, with every charlatan trumpeting the ideals of political accountability and good governance!



against them when they jeopardize the relations or become irrelevant. Over seventy percent of the raw materials used to spur economic growth in the West are gotten from Africa at very minimal costs, or even pillaged, and therefore it is not surprising to many that even some of the most revered personalities including the Clergy in the West are not interested in a stable Africa, as this would directly affect the well-being of their communities and consequently Most of the so called their earnings. emerging democracies in Africa are propped by the Similarly, as a continent West, which only turns our leaders have turned



our determination is still intact’, her recent press release reads in part. That noted, it is important to know that by unleashing his wrath towards his critics, Kagame has exposed his intolerance to divergent opinion, a high political cost for him both locally and internationally, that, at one time, will cost him dear. It was therefore not surprising when the UK Under-Secretary of State for International Development, Stephen O’Brien, appeared on July 7 before the House of Commons, and announced suspension of aid to the Media High Council, a development that was resoundingly applauded by Labor Party’s Mary Creagh. “I thank the Minister for that reply, and I am relieved to hear that we will not be funding the Media High Council given that it has recently suspended Rwanda’s



to personalizing individual states, by lording it over ‘fiefdoms’ other than putting in place strong institutions of state that can be harmonized to achieve regional economic and political integration, which is strong panacea for development. In his column in The Sunday Monitor of 21/02/2009 seasoned Columnist Allan Tacca indeed laid bare why Ugandan ministers go to work despite the seeming duplicity of the roles, and concluded that most were driven by the need to make a fast buck, through corruption. I normally don’t agree with Tacca on a number of issues because he seems so self-deluged in criticizing without offering alternatives. But this time he was spot-on, what after the MPs admitted that corruption had become a way of life in Uganda?, Nothing could have been better than



two leading independent newspapers, Umuseso and Umuvugizi, and given that a leading Rwandan journalist, Jean-Léonard Rugambage, was murdered in Rwanda in June,” she said. This may seem less significant, but from an ally like the UK, it speaks volumes. And this may be just the beginning because when the UN Secretary General Ban KiMoon calls for full investigations into recent murders, it’s not him talking; it’s the world talking. And Kagame, a ‘darling of the west’, is now in the news the world over, by large, for the wrong reasons. President Kagame has been tried and tested. How his critics conduct themselves in the coming days, and how he reacts will determine the destiny of both parties. But importantly, it will determine the destiny of the country. As of now, one can only conclude that he is on the losing side.



The author is theDeputy Managing Editor of The Newsline E-mail: diga_mbi@ yahoo.fr Cell phone: 0788305549



Tacca’s observation. Corruption usually manifests itself in various forms, the most common being solicitation and giving of bribes (financial corruption). However, the other forms like nepotism, cronyism and bigotry are equally dangerous and oft times ruin a society. Over the last 130 years Africa has had its political developments dictated by how the policy makers in the Western capitals think and on which side they wake up. Indeed, the continent has suffered from the pressure of destruction caused to her cultural and traditional social fabric through ideologies like colonialism and neo-colonialism, metamorphosed through direct and indirect rule. The author is a political analyst based in Kampala
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His ‘assurance’ of free and fair elections coincided with the burial of the ‘assassinated’ opposition leader, Andre Kagwa Rwisereka.



Charles B. Kabonero



W



hile addressing ‘supporters’ on the launching of RPF official campaigns for the August Presidential elections, President Paul Kagame said the elections will be ‘free and fair’. Kagame made the ‘assuring’ statement when calls to halt attacks by his government against opposition political parties were coming from all sides. A month before, the day Kagame registered his candidature with the Electoral Commission, coincided with the arrest of nearly 100 protestors of PS-Imberakuri, while his ‘assurance’ of free and fair elections coincided with the burial of the ‘assassinated’ opposition leader, Andre Kagwa Rwisereka. Rwisereka, 60, was murdered barely two weeks after an independent journalist; Leonard Rugambage was shot dead while on his way home on June 24. The journalist was buried, as the registration of candidates



and other electoral work was on. Who killed him? Ask the creative and sharp Kigali Police-they were the first to get to the scene and the autopsy was carried out in their hospital-it gives reliable results. Anyway, the regime denied any role in the murders of the two men, which came after an attempted murder of General Kayumba Nyamwasa, in Johannesburg. In between, another politician, Semadwinga Ntare, well known when he was General Nkunda’s cabinet director was also cruelly murdered in Northern Rwanda. Many Rwandans will also tell you that, the reported deaths are only a few of those which are for popular personalities. But deep in the villages, no one knows or hears about lesser mortals who fall victim to the machinations of the state. All the above-mentioned incidents came after Kagame and the RPF technically
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Of Election campaigns and burials and effectively barred three opposition political parties from participating in the August Presidential elections. To bridge the gap, Kagame and his aides successfully sold an idea to their well-known allies PSD, PL and PPC to field ‘rival’ candidates. The Ruling PartyRPF has indeed shown to the Rwandan people and the international community that it is too scared to compete with the real opposition and has resorted to getting compromised candidates to compete with. With all these, the Kigali regime still talks about Kagame and RPF’s democratic credentials ahead of the elections, and yes, “there will be free and fair elections…”. Indeed, Kagame and his supporters still want the world to believe that, there is ‘enough’ democracy in Rwanda, what when foreign affairs minister Loiuse Mushikiwabo unashamedly says “these things are being created”, in relation to deaths and assassination attempts! The suspension of Umus-



eso and Umuvugizi newspapers; the divisionism charges against leading opposition politicians, Victoire Ingabire and Bernard Ntaganda; the crackdown on human rights activists and many other tactics have been effective in creating an environment favorable for a fraudulent, unfair election, which is good for Kagame to come out with a landslide victory. In a country where all three opposition political parties are facing persistent persecution, including Ingabire’s FDU Inkingi and Democratic Green Party that have been denied registration and with the registered, PS-Imberakuri’s leader jailed by Courts, the talk of free and fair elections is illusionary. Further, with all the existing legal political parties apart from the RPF existing merely by name, political party suppression is carried out in a comprehensive and crafty way, that the affected parties will not dare publicly say, they are silenced. Afterall the parties work under a Forum and the RPF



views (Kagame views) are advanced as views of all political parties that form the Forum. Such craftiness has shielded Rwandans from knowing Kagame’s true colors and when one reads the arguments the propagandists loyal to Kagame peddle to defend the ‘democracy’, the Daily Mail’s description of ‘idiotocracy’ comes in handy. Interestingly but unfortunate, besides Kagame’s blind supporters, some lazy western diplomats also defend the suppression with statements like: ‘What is important after the genocide is stability, and it is there’. Such sickening mentality has given Kagame a blank cheque to suppress the people’s freedoms. That’s the political culture Kagame has been perpetuating for the last 16 years and whoever wants to think to the contrary, is an enemy. “If you are a member of the international community, you will be reminded of how you kept quite during the genocide; if you are journalist or activist in Rwanda the



genocide ideology and divisionism laws will deal with you,” a journalist recently observed. Sarcastically, the journalist adds that that is another ‘true progress’ Rwanda has made under Kagame, with enormous support from Washington and UK, his partners in the crafty dictatorship. The journalist also castigates nearly all European diplomats, saying they have accentuated detrimental policies in favour of the RPF since after the 1994 genocide. “To them, Rwanda is a young democracy and not a mature dictatorship,” he says. That means that for now we can settle for elections campaigns on the one side and burials on the other. The author is the Managing Editor of The Newsline e-mail contact: [email protected]
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Dear readers, this is your space.... Send your views & opinions....the space is reserved for you Note: The Editor reserves the right to edit letters that may not conform to the laws and ethics we abide by You can send your letters to [email protected]
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When it’s time to leave Paulien Bakker Concore, 17 lives in L’Esperance Children’s Village Gitarama, an orphanage at the shore of Lake Kivu and attends secondary school. She hopes to become a journalist or translator. Concore was still a baby when both her parents were killed in the genocide. Her older sister was twelve at the time. While the orphanage provided a second home for Concore, her sister had to take care of herself. She got married at young age but was then divorced. When she moved back into the old clay house of her parents, the house started falling apart and men started visiting her in the night. She now has two children and just moved into the house of a distant relative. According to Concore, her sister is just one of the many young girls whose lives were jeopardised after they found themselves in unhappy marriages. “Some of the older children at the orphanage didn’t manage to find a job. They couldn’t do anything else but get married. Their lives are not easy. At a certain age you will have to deal with the problems of the life out-



Many of the orphans of the 1994 Genocide in Rwanda, sixteen years later, have grown into young adults. But what awaits these vulnerable youths once they leave their orphanages?



side the orphanage,’ Concore says 120 orphans   At the orphanage, with over 120 orphans ranging from one to 22 years, all children go to primary school, secondary school or vocational training schools but once they complete their studies, they’re asked to leave the orphanage to make space for new orphans. Thereafter, each young adult the leaves the orphanage with just a high school or tertiary certificate and 50.000 Rwandan francs – and no land. “I see how hard my sister’s life is and I try to do well in school and study hard to make sure the same doesn’t happen to me. I want to finish my studies. And I hope to somehow be able to go to university afterwards,” says Concore, seemingly troubled by her sister’s illfortune.   1.1  million orphans Out of a population of 10 million, Rwanda has 1.1 million orphans and vulnerable children – with their average age at only 19 years old. So, what happens when they leave



“The only sustainable asset we bequeath the orphans at this orphanage is education. But not all are able to use it and graduate from secondary school."



their orphanages? What does their future look like and what will they bring to the future of Rwanda ? According to 28-year old Prince who is currently the Deputy Director at the orphanage, education is the answer. “The only sustainable asset we bequeath the orphans at this orphanage is education. But not all are able to use it and graduate from secondary school. We try to calm those children that are upset because of their past, and we give them several chances,’ Prince, himself an orphan of the Genocide, says. But he quickly adds that even when they manage to finish school successfully, the orphanage is not able to provide them with further education or a piece of land. ‘With only a secondary school certificate it is



What does the future hold for Fisto when he leaves L'esperance children's village? hard to get a proper job. Nowadays you need a university degree.’ The small successes at the orphanage are the girls that managed to find a job at the nearby hospital and they have an income now,’ Prince says proudly. But so far only three managed to acquire the secondary school certifi-



cate.   Achieve something   And, for 14-year old Aloys, he has already set his sight on what he wants to be when he grows up. He wants to become a driver. It’s a nice dream, but how will he ever get the $1500 for a driv-



ing license? “I will get some temporary jobs,’ Aloys says confidently but quickly adds: “Life is easier in the orphanage. I know when I finish secondary school, I will have to leave and that I will have to work really hard to achieve something.”
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The Newsline Team "The kind of development that has taken place in Rwanda is really a model in many respects for the rest of the continent." US Secretary of State, Hiraly Clinton remarked recently. In saying this, among other things, on Clinton's mind, was fighting corruption-yes, Rwanda under Kagame has earned a reputation of zero tolerance to corruption. Last week, the East African Bribery Index 2010 by transparency International-Kenya not only ranked Rwanda as the least corrupt in the region but as ‘almost corruption-free’. True? Well, may be there is more you need to know about the ranking before buying it. 'Lack of data, limited reportage' From the start, there could be a disappointing reason to explain why 84% of the Rwandans told Transparency International that they believe Rwanda is slightly corrupt; some saying its almost corrupt-free, and only 12% saying it’s a corrupt country; Indeed, there is cause to worry about the Rwandan context, if someone just checked out the ambiguity of perceptions under the chapter ‘Most corrupt Institution’. The report itself, says; “The Aggregate Index for Rwanda could not be formulated following the limited number of reported bribery incidents in that country (78 bribery experiences out of 4,350 interactions with service delivery institutions). Indeed, none of the institutions in Rwanda are ranked in the regional Aggregate Index.” Now, the fact that no Aggregate Index for Rwanda-could be formulated, suggests that at the end, a comparative analysis vis-avis its neighbors is almost, if not , completely impossible. So, with all due respect for Transparency International’s methodology and expertise, the logic is clear: you need to apply the same methodology to get to comparisons and rankings-or you don’t? Another interesting aspect that may be of concern to researchers is the limited reportage of bribery cases in Rwanda – that there were only 78 bribery experiences out of 4,350 interactions with service delivery institutions. Why? Is it because bribery cases in Rwanda are
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Rwanda corruption ranking: Buy it at your own risk negligible as TI concludes? 'No whistle blower protection' A retired civil servant in Kigali, who requested anonymity citing the heated up political situation in Kigali, was blunt. “For corruption to be reported, people must be free to do so. The kind of freedom that the Kenyans, Burundians, Tanzanians and even Ugandans have to be able to report the cases that expose corruption in their countries is only a nightmare to Rwandans under the RPF’s repressive regime. The veteran civil servant also believes that in Rwanda, the kind of corruption that exists is ‘white collar’ mostly benefiting the high political class, thereby making it even more difficult for the ordinary folks to speak out about it. “Who will risk his job by reporting corrupt RPF Kingpins? What protection does the government give to whistle blowers? There is simply silence about corruption and it won’t change easily,” he asserted, adding that the whole talk about Kagame fighting corruption is sheer hype. "Rwandans are not free to talk like Burundians, Kenyans" Evode Uwizeyimana, a former Judge in Rwanda now pursuing studies in Canada, was appaled by the Index. “In all fairness, the RPF government is more corrupt than the Burundi Revenue body, that is indicated now as topping the most corrupt institutions. How many stories have you written about the way RPF has taken over the so-called private sector in Rwanda, taking all the tenders? What is that? That’s more than bribery?” Evode, was also quick to remind the Newsline Team that the Ombudsman in Rwanda, “even as compromised as he is”, has on many occasions fed the media with information about public servants who refused to de-



Governance Minister James Musoni clare their wealth, with those at Rwanda Revenue Authority (RRA), heading the list. “The Ombudsman never took any step to have them arrested and so, the people Transparency International interacted with certainly had no information.” However, he continues, the real issue of Rwandans not being able to report their corruption experiences and bribery cases is all rooted in the mindset. “Even journalists fear, so how can the ordinary



lies about zero-tolerance about corruption, so if you say something different, you are an enemy. Period.” Another issue that different Rwandans cited while discrediting the Index’ results is the fact that it bases on bribery, “when actually in Rwanda, the complex wave of nepotism is the prime threat”. They argue that the lack of independent institutions to check elements of corruption compliment the silence and rule of fear to ensure



“...the kind of corruption that exists is ‘white collar’ mostly benefiting the high political class, thereby making it even more difficult for the ordinary folks to speak out about it." Rwandans feel free to tell a researcher who they don’t even know about corruption in Rwanda. There is always fear to lose a job, life...” Florida, a human rights activist based in Kigali preferred to put it this way.“Knowing the truth about corruption in Rwanda is not different from the truth about the killings of opposition politician and journalists we have been reading in newspapers. Can anybody testify that the government or a government official is involved? No. the same applies to corruption. The regime in Kigali thrives on



that no information about corruption filters through to institutions like TI. 'Less bribes, more embezzlement ' “Rwanda is less corrupt if you are only talking about bribes but what about embezzlement”, a senior lawyer, asks. Citing the Auditor General’s reports, the lawyer, who is one of the most experienced and longest serving in the country, thinks that the failure to act on revelations of several missing millions amounts to complacency.



“The fact that most of the Auditor General’s reports which reveal that millions are diverted or not accounted for, are not addressed, indicates that Rwanda could be the most corrupt,” he observed. Like others, he is skeptical about Rwandans in the service delivery institutions talking about cases that parliamentarians and politicians fear to talk about. “Such Institutions are just money minting machines. They use their presence to get money from the donors, but they are not functional because they lack the autonomy to be efficient,” He continues. To him, yes, public officials have an alternative to bribes-embezzling. His view can be justified by the latest Auditor General’s reports for 2007 and 2008, where a total of Six billions, five hundred and twenty-four millions, six hundred, eighty –three thousand two hundred and forty (6,524,683,240) and Four billions, three hundred and sixty four millions, seven hundred and seventy seven thousand, five hundred and twenty-three (4,364,777,523) Rwandan francs, respectively, were not accounted for in the audited government offices. As if to trash the TI Index report, he adds: “If you are going to ask Rwandans, who evidently have no freedom to talk about anything that might anger the regime, then, undoubtedly, Rwanda will be the least corrupt, most democratic, most developed…” Last year, the front pages of the major media houses in Rwanda, were dominated by a major corruption scandal in the Genocide Survivors' Fund (FARG. Millions od dollars meant for genocide survivors were diverted to undeserving beneficiaries, due to partly bribes and other forms of corruption. If Rwandans were free to talk about it, the Fund would have gone head-to-head with Burundi's Revenue boody, according the lawyer.



11 ‘Believe it at your own risk’ Another former public servant, an engineer by profession, has this to say. “Suppose you are investor and no one asks for a bribe, but the ruling party tells you that it’s good that you give them shares in your lucrative business, is that corruption? Yes, it is, and have read about it, actually had a testimony about those who have been forced out of business after shunning such a request from those representing RPF interests,” he adds. Citing the original promoters of the Kigali Convention Center as victims of business intrigue, he notes: “The list is long, but other reasons were advanced for the withdrawal of their licenses, and of course, those in the know, who do not have direct interests, fear for their jobs, so, the story will be difficult to justify.” The engineer, who was a powerful official in big government institutions before he was sidelined and went into private business, concludes thus: “Whoever buys the ranking (TI Index), does so at this own risk.” “What explains the fact that no government official ‘knows a thing’ about the planes in South Africa that were revealed recently,” another Engineer asks, and adds: “one party claims they belong to the government and another says they are privately owned.” Neither the Parliament nor any other anti-corruption institution know a thing about the planes are privately owned; does the Ombudsman have them in the declarations made by some government officials who are cited as shareholders,? He asks sarcastically. Presidential advisor Manasseh Nshuti and one Nyirubutama, a diplomat in the Rwanda Embassy in South African are both indicated as ‘shareholders’ or co-owners of the planes; does the Ombudsman have them on their declarations?, I would stake my life for a No. Moreover, the declarations are kept a secret, but, the purpose is achieved-Rwanda has institutions aimed at fighting corruption, so, there is political will and zero tolerance to corruption.
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Rwanda, Spain, France fighting for Gen. Nyamwasa



A war of words is begining to emerge over which country the wounded former Rwandan military chief Gen. Faustin Kayumba Nyamwasa should be extradited to face numerious criminal charges. France and Spain were the first to request for the extradition of Kayumba currently as a political refugee in South Africa to face charges of crimes against humanity and for alleged shooting down of former President Juve-



nal Habyarimana’s plane and other different charges believed by France and Spain to have sparked off the 1994 genocide.   But, as South Africa was working on Nyamwasa’s refugee status papers and overcoming the surprise of a bloody thirsty



sniper who almost killed Gen. Nyamwasa, Rwanda weighed in with demands that the 1990-94 Rwandan bush war hero should not be extradited to either France or Spain. Describing the Spanish and French indictments as “bogus”, Prosecutor General Martin Ngoga (Pictured right) said last weekend that instead the exiled ex-army chief should be handed to Rwanda to answer criminal charges, including the grenade attacks which rocked Kigali – killing two and wounding dozens earlier this year. Rwanda has no extradition treaty with South Africa. “The indictments by France



and Spain are bogus,” Ngoga told VOA, “and they should not be respected.”  “[Lt Gen. Nyamwasa] is a subject of indictment of our justice system…we believe that South



Africa will go through their own legal processes, pursue domestic law and give us some conclusive response to this matter.” Rwanda would rather not have Nyamwasa to France or



Spain as there is the fear that he could make out all the secrets on various crimes committed by the then rebels of the Rwanda Patriotic Army. The general himself in his last interview on BBC had said that he found no problem facing justice in either France or Spain. It was in the same week that he was woulded to near death and the prime suspect here is Rwanda. According to one analyst, Rwanda stands on a serious disadvantage if Nyamwasa is extradited to either France or Spain and also stands lesser chances of ever having him in Rwanda.  In a related development, Ngoga told VOA that the embattled oppossition leader Victoire Ingabire was  barred from registering her FDU-Inkingi party, and others groups, because they broke the law. “She is a subject of a criminal process [procedure], which is of an international nature,” he says. Ingabire is out on bail over three counts including links to



Gwiza missing, Genocide suspect Mugesera faces deportation feared dead Leon Mugesera, famous for calling Tutsis “cockroaches” and “scum” in a speech – encouraging Hutus to kill them, could be deported to Rwanda before the end of the year as Canada is reviewing his case, Canadian officials say. News from Canada say the her Border Services Agency is reviewing the file of Leon Mugesera after Rwanda filed new evidence against him. Mugesera, who has been living in Quebec City for more than 15 years, has been fighting the deportation order since 1995. His charge is connected to a speech he gave in Rwanda in 1992, which his critics allege



was a defining moment in the build up to the 1994 genocide. A warrant was issued against him in Rwanda shortly after he gave that speech but he fled to Canada, where he was granted permanent residence in 1993.



Deportation proceedings commenced in 1995, but the Federal Court of Appeal found in 2003 that the allegations against Mugesera were without foundation. But the Supreme Court overturned that decision on June 28, 2005, saying he should not be allowed to remain in Canada. Since then, Canada has been analyzing the case. Until last year, Canada refused to deport him and others to Rwan-



da on the grounds they would be subject to mistreatment and questions have also been raised about the Rwandan courts’ ability to meet international standards. In 2009, Canadian government agreed to restart deportation proceedings against those ordered back to Rawanda. However the federal government has said it needs more time to review Mugesera’s case. The Rwandan government recently filed hundreds of pages of documents to the Canada Border Services Agency, responsible for enforcing decisions of the Immigration and Refugee Board (IRB) and the courts, to make its case in favour of Mugesera’s deportation.



Opposition firebrand Ingabire in more trouble



When problems come your way, they invite others, so they say. No one knows this better than fiery opposition politician Ingabire Victoire Umuhoza. Sources say the main opposition politician is up and down looking for a new residence, after she was refunded all the money she had paid to rent a house in Kigali and asked to leave immediately.



A member of her team said they had started searching for another house – at which point they will vacate the place they have called home since January 16, when Ingabire arrived in the country. The owner reportedly told Ingabire that he was under pressure and had decided to stay out of trouble. Ingabiire’s hopes to bring to Rwanda what she calls “a fun-



damental change” are dead and buried, after her party was denied registration. But this is not the only trouble she faces. No sooner had she found a new residence, that police raided her home, according to her. Speaking to the Newsline, the embattled politician said on July 24, 2010, Police drifted in her



According to family sources who declined to be named for security reasons, Gwiza Providence, a resident of Muhima, Kigali City, went missing since August last year, and her whereabouts are not known. Providence is the second missing person to make it to newspaper pages after Aimable Sibomana, private secretary to opposition politician Bernard Ntaganda, who disappeared June 13. Family sources who preferred not to be named for security reasons say she was picked by armed military men, taken to an unknown location, and she has never surfaced. On condition of anonymity, her neigbours told the Newsline that a



temporary residence, knocked off and assaulted 2 guests and a house watchman in front of the door. The victims, she says are Martin Ntavuka- FDU Inkingi leader in Nyarugenge district and Anastase HagabimanaFDU Inkingi leader in Kicukiro district. “They were handcuffed, beaten and taken to Remera police detention facility,” she said. Police say the duo were arrested after a tip-off that they were planning illegal demonstration, and T-shirts bearing inflammatory messages were confiscated, but ingabire dismisses the police justification.



few days before her disappearance, she had reported to Muhima Sector authorities of senior military officers who were forcing her to pin former Senator Safari Stanley, then a genocide suspect. “Senior military officers mobilized a group of women who hail from the place with her, to accuse



DR Congo-based Democratic Liberation Forces of Rwanda (known by its French acronym, FDLR]. Prosecution claims she was planning to launch another rebel force from remnants of the FDLR.  Government has accused several countries including the United States, Netherlands and Belgium of deliberately refusing to hand over requested information on Ingabire-FDLR link. President Kagame accused these countries of delaying the Ingabire case. Government said Ingabire hard a questionable background which did not give her the credibility to run for the August 09 poll.  However, Ngoga told VOA that Ingabire “could have run as an independent candidate”   for president. Ingabire has maintained that she could only take part in the election on behalf of the FDU Inkingi group, not as an individual.     Safari Stanley of killing the Tutsis, but she refused,” said one of her neighbors. Later, the Senator was convicted in absentia. According to family sources, when he was convicted, Gwiza Providence thought it was all over, but it wasn’t. In August 2009, she went missing, and we are worried she may have been killed. Calls to Supt. Eric Kayiranga, Police spokesman, went unanswered.



Rwandan rebels seize Indian pilot in DR-Congo The Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) government officials said last weekend that Rwandan rebels took hostage an Indian pilot. The rebels attacked the pilot’s aircraft in a tin mining zone in DRC’s North Kivu province, army and mining officials said on Saturday. Baigwa Dieudonne Amuli, a Congolese army official, said Rwandan Hutu FDLR rebels were to blame for the abduction. “The FDLR attacked a plane with the assistance of Mai Mai Sheka [militia]. We are pursuing the rebels in the bush. They took money and the co-pilot of the plane,” Amuli said, adding that $60,000 in cash had been stolen. The Goma Express, an airline company whose aircraft was attacked, said a Rus-



sian pilot escaped and flew the plane back to Goma, the provincial capital 150km away, with a wounded Congolese national on board. Pedro Kadogi, the director of Goma Express, confirmed the incident and said the plane had been looted before it returned to Goma. He said food supplies, rather than money, had been on the plane. “Everybody fled the scene into the bush and the co-pilot has been taken hostage,” he said. “After two hours the Russian pilot panicked and refused to wait and flew the plane back to Goma.” About 15 planes a day land at the airstrip to export tonnes of cassiterite from the Bisie mine in the deep jungle. Agencies
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Can Rwanda sustain They said it economic growth on a hanging political ground?



By Lydia Ingabire



R



wanda continues to receive international praise for building an economic empire after the 1994 Genocide that claimed close to one million people. As an individual President Paul Kagame is also basking in the international glory, building an image based on praise from the west. It could be true that Rwanda has built a visible socio-economic empire but it has also showed the world that democracy is still a pipe dream. Despite the fact that Rwanda engineered an impressive economic growth of 11.6% in 2008 and slipped back to 6% in 2009 due to the global recession and a severe shortage of money in the banking system, the current political standoff may destroy the small nation’s economic a c h i e v e m e n t s and aspirations. Rights groups allege that the Kigali regime’s tough stance against the opposition,  the assassination of critical journalist Jean Léonard Rugambage and top opposition party leader and arrests of top Military officials are signs that Rwanda may lose what it has built in the past 16 years. The groups aver that the challenge rests with President Kagame to accommodate different views and embrace a wider approach to deal with external and internal opposition forces in the interest of national development. Meanwhile, the Kigali regime denies the alleged hunt down on the opposition. Early this year, the country faced simultaneous grenade attacks in the capital Kigali that the government attributed to a runaway General, Faustin Kayumba Nyamwasa.



The RFP led government accused the former Chief of Staff and Ambassador to India over the bomb blasts days after he had fled the country for South Africa. Kayumba, however, refutes the allegations, saying that the Kigali administration is forging grounds on which to tarnish his credibility because he has boiling misunderstandings with President Kagame. Kayumba accuses Kagame of authoritarianism and squandering the national resources by creating his own economic empire. Kayumba also accuses Kagame of preaching hatred among the members of the RPF. Kayumba, who is one of the leading lights of the RPF struggle recently survived assassination when a gunman shot him three times in the stomach in Johannesburg, South Africa, where he is living in exile. His family has accused the Rwandan government of attempting to murder him but the government has categorically distanced itself from the a l l e g a t i o n s . The series of political standoffs Rwanda is currently going through may hinder the inflow of the Foreign Direct Investments (FDIs). This, in turn may shatter the country’s hope to become a middle-income economy by the year 2020. Whereas the country has continued to expand its reach looking for economic partnerships with the recent entry into the Commonwealth and the East African Community (EAC) Common Market, the ongoing political crisis may serve as stepping stone to scare away investors. Considering that, investors are like bees —they follow and believe in



one another, Rwanda may find itself in a state where even regional integration is just a liability not a sellable commodity. Therefore, Rwanda should first, remedy the ongoing political crisis in order to save her hard fought investment climate. If it is not going to go into this direction, then Rwanda risks losing even the small economic empire it has built in the shortest period after the Tutsi Genocide. Analysts suggest that Rwandan leaders should allow for diverse political views in favour of democracy. Without democracy, they say, even the upcoming Presidential election will just be a spark of political conflicts and insecurity in the c o u n t r y . They say the western godfathers of RFP and Kagame are playing a killer game on innocent Rwandans by relaxing and watching what Rwanda is going through. Much as Rwanda needed a leader like President Kagame ten years ago who would focus on development rather than freedoms, things have changed, now, Rwandans need to enjoy political maturity bringing on table different views in favour of a shared national development. Building roads, Information Communication Technology (ICT) infrastructure like the fibre optic and communications towers is good for Rwanda but it can be better than when everyone is happy to speak and live freely in the country. Boosting agriculture by employing various inputs aiming at increasing productivity is an awesome move but who is going to enjoy the output



if every citizen is kept in confusion  of what is happening in the upper chambers of the military?. Much as the jailed top military officials and those who are fleeing the country can’t be perfect as we think, and much as Kagame himself can’t be perfect too, a dialogue is needed for everyone to express themselves so that the poor and hungry farmer deep in the village who wants only the fertiliser to survive, also enjoys the benefits of national development. It is vital to note that the RFP started the war in late 90s because they wanted to liberate Rwandans from oppression and bring back home those who had been forced to flee their motherland. However, this noble cause seems to have been overshadowed and more Rwandans are fleeing the country day after day. Therefore, if the incumbent leaders are wise enough and know where Rwandans should be in terms of socio-politico and economic welfare, then they need to rethink and reason why more Rwandans are leaving their country to stage opposition against the government. If RPF and its allies want a country for everyone, then a sense of diverse views must be put at the centre of every program, designed to promote the welfare of all Rwandans both in the country and outside. If this is achieved, all Rwandans will live to enjoy every fruit RPF has fought for in the national liberation struggle. Viva Rwanda! [email protected]



“Producing many children is not an economic activity. “We should only produce those we can afford to provide for, those that the economy of the country can support”. PSD Presidential aspirant, Dr. Jean Damascen Ntawukuriryayo



“We fail to be true friends to the Rwandan people if we do not stand with them in the fight against renewed abuse of civil and political rights. In the next few months in the run-up to the elections, it is a key time for international donors to raise these issues with Kigali”US Senator Russ Feingold, on 02, March.



“Our country is on the brink of chaos. The rising tension, nervousness, repression and the shrinking of the political space call for the postponement of the presidential elections. Otherwise the elections masquerade parading only the ruling party and its allied groups while excluding the opposition leaders and their political parties open questions to the legitimacy of the poll results.”FDU Inkingi President, Victoire Ingabire.



«The rapid increase in violence and the constriction of political space and human rights in Rwanda following their Commonwealth membership has unfortunately proven the report’s predictions correct.» The Common wealth Human Rights Inititave CHRI



linking Rwanda’s curent situation and a report they released before Rwanda was admitted



“The indictments by France and Spain are bogus. And they should not be respected” Rwanda’s Prosecutor General, Martin Ngoga
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ANALYSIS



By Charles Kabonero Official statistics at the Directorate of Refugees in Kampala indicate that there are about 11,945 registered Rwandan refugees and nearly 2000 asylum seekers in various camps in the country. These figures though are only for those registered and found in the settlement camps of Nakivale, Oruchinga, Kyangwali, Kyaka 2, Kiryandongo, otherwise officials estimate there over 17,000 Rwandan asylum seekers and refugees in Uganda. Of these, it is estimated about two thousand three hundred and ninety six (2396), are unregistered and in Kampala, Uganda’s capital city. On a wider perspective there are millions of Rwandans in Uganda, citizens, duly recognized under the country’s Constitution. Majority of these left Rwanda several years ago (for various easons), and settled in Uganda and most of their offspring prefer to remain Ugandans. But the contentious group is that whose members fled (or continue to flee) Rwanda between 1994 to date. “They are fleeing Gacaca”, Rwandan Justice Minister Tharcisse Karugarama, said of the Rwandan refugees who are subject of debate involving talks between Rwanda and Uganda and the UNHCR on the one hand, and other refugee lobby groups on the other. The same message is echoed by Maj. General Frank Mugambage, Rwanda’s Ambassador to Uganda. “...they run away from justice…”. And this view is also held by some officials with in the Directorate of Refugees in Uganda, who also say, many of the refugees from Rwanda today do not have genuine reasons to flee. And that’s one of the reasons as to why, recently, nearly 2000 of them were forcefully repatriated to Rwanda. The forced repatriation has been criticized by several international human rights lobby groups like Human Rights Watch. According to sources, about a month ago, when Marcel Gatsinzi, the Rwandan Minister in-charge of refugees and his Ugandan counterpart visited Nakivale Settlement Camp, he was embarrassed by the refugees who blatantly told him that he ( Gatsinzi) ‘would also one time flee the country’. “We were shocked at the
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Refugee crisis:



Running away from prosecution or persecution? revelations in their testimonies and the minister was embarrassed by the personal attacks aimed at him…” an official who was part of the entourage that visited the camp, told this reporter. To understand the issue of Rwandan refugees better, one needs to know that the country is a small landlocked one, with few resources that are difficult to share equitably, thus creating a social disequilibrium. Such a scenario has been exacerbated by ethnic/ superiority rivalry between the Tutsi and Hutu, the principal players in the country’s post-Independence politics. So, given such circumstances, there will always be refugees, both political and economic. Currently, the refugee groups can categorized to include the political elite; low cadre disgruntled former government operatives; those who participated or are suspected of participating in the 1994 Genocide and those who are fleeing simply because they lack the basics of life. So, should the refugees be repatriated to Rwanda? Do they flee prosecution as the Kigali government claims or persecution as they (refugees) claim? To answer this question, there is a need for an in-depth analysis on a wide range of issues in Rwanda. A case for prosecution It is true that there are people who have fled Rwanda since 1994, fearing to be tried over their involvement in the genocide and many have been arrested from various places, with some later tried and proved guilty. The fact that, there could be some genocide suspects in the camps in Uganda cannot be completely ruled out altogether. But, it appears that the numbers of those who fled prosecution are the minority. So, when the Kigali officials refer to ‘fleeing justice’, and they go on to sway the opinion of Uganda and UNHCR to have some refugees repat-



against some people linking them to the genocide with the aim of taking their property. It’s not justice,” the source said and added: “people who flee in such cases are not running away from justice but persecution.” Political gurus turned refugees



Min. Gatsinzi riated forcefully, they do so, exploiting that very fact: that there are those who actually fled justice. A case of persecution The nature and behavior of the Kigali regime has increasingly come to the fore in recent times, attracting attention even from global human rights organizations and some western democracies which abhor autocratic tendencies that include the lack of accountability and good governance practices, including lack of independence of the judiciary. This has been documented and evidence provided aplenty by several rights’ lobby groups, suggesting that, in the case of the contentious refugees, Rwandan officials could be biased, drawing a thin line between prosecution and persecution. Indeed, this situation is said to have spiraled, with another source that preferred anonymity since he is in Rwanda, saying that the Gacaca courts have deviated from their core objective, which is to expedite justice by trying the genocide suspects and creating harmony between formerly feuding foes resulting from the country’s not-so-rosy past. “The last phase of Gacaca during the past one to two years has been used as a source of wealth for the RPF and some particular individuals where they peddle lies



Those who fall under this category have played a role in the country’s pre and post-genocide administration and on falling out with the regime and fleeing, they are linked to criminal activities That is why the refugees warned Gatsinzi: he could fall prey like General Faustin Kayumba Nyamwasa, one of the most prominent figures of the 1994 Liberation war who fled Rwanda recently. Indeed, many Tutsis have fallen out with Kagame over his style of governance, viewed by many as autocratic. For example, according to a source at the UNHCR, majority of the nearly 2400 in Kampala (registered), are Tutsis, suggesting that the



"



But, the cases of harassment and intimidation of suspected supporters of opposition political parties are just as many-and the victims include those who can never be linked to the genocide-since they were not in Rwanda during the genocide.



"



persecution is transcends ethnicity. It is also an indicator of non-tolerance, bordering on stifling any kind of opposition. Several others like Senator Stanley Safari, a pre and post-genocide politician who fled recently, have also had their flights linked to genocide crimes after they fell out of grace. But, the cases of harassment and intimidation of suspected supporters of opposition political parties are just as many-and the victims include those who can never be linked to the genocide-since they were not in Rwanda during the genocide. The legal framework has been used to stop the Democratic Green Party of Rwanda and United Democratic Forces (FDU–Inkingi) from registering their political parties and exercising their political rights. Opposition members of the PS-Imberakuri who had planned a demonstration against ‘the biased Electoral Commission’ on June 24, 2010 were jailed and tortured. They made their ordeal public. Such scenarios may give a hint at how the numbers of refugees and asylum seekers keep growing. Consequently, do such occurrences translate into threats that can produce genuine asylum seekers? Many impartial observers will agree. Peasant refugees and the land ‘equation’ The issue of land in Rwanda has always been a contentious one, and the postgenocide grabbing of land by senior army and government officials has had a bearing on the refugee saga: its associated consequences cannot be undermined because they most often tend to be politicized, with devastating effect. Official statistics from UNDP suggest that with equal and even distribution of land, every Rwandan can,



on average, own only 0.8 Hectares. So one can imagine how many people are left landless when senior individuals, both in the army and government own over 300 ha. Such cases exist and not surprisingly, a Commission comprised of mainly soldiers that was tasked to find a remedy to the problem did little, with most of those implicated in the land grabbing bonanza still allowed to retain about 50 or more Hectares each. “A situation where senior government, mostly men in uniform have grabbed huge chunks of land using their powers at the expense of the ordinary citizens is not only an economic, but a political problem,” an official said on condition of anonymity, adding that most refugees who have fled from the Eastern province are “victims of that particular problem that has been well documented in the area.” Implications on regional stability It is not in doubt that the implications of such unmitigated actions have created a disjoint in the region and, in Uganda’s case the government seems to be genuinely concerned about the cultural, social-political implications of the exodus of Rwandans into Uganda. Indeed, such an exodus is likely to create pressures on land (a hot potato in Uganda) on the one hand, while the influx also threatens the already fragile relationship between Uganda and Rwanda. So, since these refugees, who according to sources come in at an average of nine per day, are mainly local Rwandan peasants of no strategic interests, the decision to repatriate them is not a hard one to take. There has been so much outrage and condemnation of this gross violation, by the government of Uganda, of its own Citizenship and Immigration Act, as well as international laws pertaining to the protection of asylum seekers and genuine refugees. The situation became more worrisome, when the UNHCR distanced itself from this operation, only, comically, to apologize later. But, for now none of those condemning Uganda seems to know the game plan, which many observers say will pose a big danger to the genuine asylum seekers running away from persecution.
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Wilkinson concedes that, in the results-driven industry that is English football, Cole may been suffered from being viewed as something of a luxury - a gifted individual who might have been revered in Spain, Italy or France, where greater emphasis is placed on technical ability and the game is played at a less frenetic pace. “There has been a constant war of minds between what Joe Cole’s strengths are and what others perceived as his weaknesses,” admits the former Leeds United boss. Cole’s résumé includes two Premier League titles, one FA Cup, two League Cups and a Champions League final appearance, not to mention 10 goals in 54 appearances for England. But the statistics tell a different tale. Cole made only 28 league starts in his final two seasons at Chelsea, was on the pitch for only 10,613 of the 23,940 Premier League minutes the Blues played in his seven years at Stamford Bridge and has started one England match since 2008. “A player like Joe needs to feel his manager believes in him and that has perhaps not been the case at Chelsea and England,” says Keith Blunt, who saw first hand just how talented the young Cole was. Blunt was Cole’s coach at the Football Association’s nowdefunct Centre of Excellence at Lilleshall between 1996 and 1998. “By the very nature of his game - always looking to get the ball forward, taking a man on, trying a trick - he’s going to make mistakes,” adds Blunt. “He needs to play under a coach who will encourage him to keep doing that, rather than wanting him only to concentrate on doing his bit for the team. “Moving to Liverpool will serve him very well because the fact he is Roy Hodgson’s first big signing indicates he is actually wanted there. “That will give him the confidence and a platform to show what he can do. I’m sure Roy will get the best out of him.” Steve Lomas played alongside Cole at West Ham from 1998 to 2003 and says a move to Liverpool is the right one for his former team-mate, as long as Hodgson uses him in a way that gets the most out of him. “He needs the freedom to get on the ball and go in either direction, come short, pick a pass, use his turn of pace, provide for others and nick a goal himself,” said Lomas. “If he plays off Fernando Torres, with Steven Gerrard arriving from midfield, that will be a lovely little three-pronged attack.”
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Can Joe Cole fulfill his early promise and revive Liverpool?



SPORTS



He was touted as the wonder-boy of English football and has constructed a CV that many footballers can only dream of.



Cole’s former team-mate Arjen Robben has even suggested that the combination of Torres, Gerrard and Cole is as good as Barcelona’s attack. “You look at those as a front three and you struggle to find a better front three in Europe - and I include Barcelona’s in that,” Bayern Munich winger Robben was quoted as telling the Liverpool Echo. “With a front three of Gerrard, Torres and Cole I think Liverpool will be a real force in the Premier League,” Lomas, a former Northern Ireland international, believes this is Cole’s big chance to prove himself and feels the player, who has been handed the number 10 shirt by Liverpool, will finally get the “responsibility he has craved throughout his career”. His argument is that Cole was not given the opportunity to shine as brightly as he might have in the past because of the roles he was given by West Ham, Chelsea and England. When he broke into the West Ham first team, which already featured Paolo di Canio, he was positioned wide in a 4-4-2 or 4-5-1 formation. Then when Cole moved to Chelsea in 2003 he found himself mainly deployed on the wing or out wide in a three-man front line. “What held Joe back was that nobody really knew his best position,” added Lomas, “For me, that would be just off the front man.” Cole’s capture is regarded as a coup for Liverpool but some have questioned the player’s motives for moving to Anfield. After all, he rejected Champions League football at Arsenal and Tottenham in favour of



a lucrative four-year deal with the Reds, who begin their season with a Europa League third qualifying round first leg against Macedonian side Rabotnicki Komental on Thursday.



“Joe is now at the age where he just wants to play,” stated Wilkinson, the FA’s technical director when Cole was at Lilleshall. “They loved him at West Ham, they loved him at Chelsea, but what you get when you go to Liverpool is a huge slice of the history of British football in the 21st century.” Lomas concurs with Wilkinson and rubbishes the suggestion that Cole has moved for the money, preferring instead to believe that his former team-mate has gone to Liverpool to help revive the club’s fortunes. And Lomas says Cole needs



Money City Clinch Kolarov deal M anchester City have completed the signing of Lazio left-back Aleksandar Kolarov. City have been chasing the Serbian international all summer and he has now passed a medical, as well as being handed a work permit. A number of clubs, including Juventus had been linked with Kolarov, but City are understood to have agreed a fee in the region of £19million with the Serie A side. “He [Aleksandar Kolarov] has the ability to play in numerous positions and is very good in midfield,” Mancini told the club’s official website. “This is an additional benefit to the team. He has a fantastic international career ahead of him. I first saw Kolarov in his Lazio debut back in 2007. I was impressed by the speed and strength of someone so young.



“I have watched him a lot since then and so have the Manchester City scouts. His attacking capability is very good. He is fast and can shoot with power and accuracy. “He was composed on the ball, had an excellent delivery with his left foot and was technically very able.” Kolarov, 24, will not be linking up with the City squad in the US but will instead wait for them to return to the UK before meeting his new teammates. Meanwhile, Mancini has rejected reports that Kolarov’s impending arrival meant the end for Wayne Bridge at Eastlands. Liverpool have been linked with a move for Bridge, but Mancini insists he wants to keep the left-back at City. “I want two top-class players for each position,” added Mancini. Sporting Life



Dont miss all the exciting sports news on this page



to shine at Anfield. “He will be one of the main men and with that comes responsibility. He’s got to deliver,” he said. Whether Cole delivers remains to be seen but he has done it before - his winning goal for Chelsea at Old Trafford in April was probably the tipping point in the title race - and does not lack the confidence or talent to do it again. “Joe has a huge amount of belief in his own ability,” said Lomas. “Harry Redknapp asked him to train with the West Ham first team at the age of 14 and he had no fear whatsoever. “We used to do one-against-
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ones in training and Harry would pair Joe with Neil Ruddock to give ‘Razor’ a fitness session. Joe would run the legs off all of us. He has still got the ability but now he has also learned the game.” Blunt offers numerous anecdotes to illustrate why he holds Cole in such high regard but his favourite is from an England victory over Norway in the final of the under-17 Nordic Tournament in Finland. “The Norwegians were in control of the game but we managed to equalise to force extra-time. Then, under huge pressure, Joe scored the most unbelievable winner,” recalled Blunt. “Joe was facing away from goal on the edge of the box and a bad clearance dropped to him. In one touch, he controlled it and turned away from a defender before hitting the most incredible strike with his left foot into the top corner. “I can remember asking Joe how he did it and he couldn’t explain it. It was just pure class and he still has it in him.” Liverpool will be hoping Blunt is right. BBC Sport



Raul exits Real Madrid first-team debut against Real Zaragoza in October 1994 at the age of 17. If he opts against a move to the Bundesliga with Schalke, Tottenham and Newcastle have been mooted as possible options for the veteran forward, while Liverpool and Manchester United have also been mentioned as potential destinations for the Madrid idol. “In a few days I will know whether I’ll be going to the Bundesliga [or to England],” he told a press conference, also attended by president Florentino Perez and director general Jorge Valdano. Raul helped Real seal three Champions League triumphs and six Spanish league titles in his time at Real and he revealed: “This is a very tough and difficult day. “Football has been my life and Real Madrid my home. Together we have lived unique moments. “I feel like a footballer still and I will keep on playing but I will always be loyal to Real Madrid. I have tried to give everything in my time here. “A new period starts today. I have been happy at Real Madrid and I will always



be willing to help the club in whatever it needs.” Real president Florentino Perez also paid tribute to the departing idol and stated: “We will never forget Raul. “There are many men who form part of the legend of Real Madrid but few that are chosen to embody the club Raul is one of those.” Midfielder Guti, 33, who spent a total of 25 years with Real having come through their youth system, announced he was joining Turkish club Beskitas on Sunday.



Dro



“I feel like a footballer still and I will keep on playing but I will always be loyal to Real Madrid. I have tried to give everything in my time here." BBC Sport
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Can Joe Cole be a hit at Liverpool?



Raul exits Real Madrid



F



ormer Spain striker Raul has announced his departure from Real Madrid after 18 years and claimed he could now make a move to England’s Premier League.



The 33-year-old was expected to join German side Schalke on a two-year deal but Raul denied a deal had been done. “I have had very deep discussions with Schalke but there are other teams that are also interested. My future lies



in Germany or England,” he said. Raul scored 323 goals in 741 games for Real, and 44 goals in 102 Spain games. That scoring record helped him become a legend at the Bernabeu club, which he joined in 1992 - making his
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et there is an impression that Joe Cole has never truly fulfilled his early promise - an impression that was only heightened by Chelsea’s decision to let him leave Stamford Bridge for nothing in June. After all, this is the player who scored seven goals for England in an 8-1 youth international against Spain, reportedly attracted a £10m bid from



Manchester United as a 16-yearold, led West Ham to the most emphatic victory in FA Youth Cup final history and became hammers captain at the age of 21. “The first time I came across Joe was in an England schoolboy game at Old Trafford,” recalls Howard Wilkinson, Cole’s former England under-21 coach, in an interview with BBC Sport. “I remember thinking to myself that ‘this is the Joe Cole



show’ and he remains one of the best young players I’ve ever seen.” But at 28 years old and following a World Cup in which he made just two brief substitute appearances for Fabio Capello’s faltering England side, Cole has moved to Liverpool on a free transfer in an attempt to breathe new life into his career. Potential is one thing. Fulfilling it is another.
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